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Abstract: The advent of quantum computers and their algorithms has opened the era of post-quantum
cryptography. Accordingly, new security proof models and proof techniques in a quantum setting need to
be settled. As the classical random oracle (CRO) model is widely accepted as an efficient security proof
tool, quantum-accessible random oracle (QaRO) model has been suggested by allowing the adversary’s
access to quantum computation. In this paper, we examine the features of CRO model and how they
are applied to the QaRO model. Compared to the classical case, QaRO model has advantages such as
quantum parallelism, but also weaknesses due to no-cloning theorem and collapse during measurement, e.g.
adaptive programmability, rewinding, extractability, challenge injection, and oracle simulation. We review
and compare the attempts to extend classical features to quantum one and how they overcome weaknesses,
by introducing new quantum proof techniques.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As more and more refined classical, i.e. non-quantum,
computers are developed, several problems have been
encountered such as quantum tunnelling and heat gen-
eration. Quantum computers have been proposed as a
natural solution to circumventing the aforementioned
problems since 1970s. Quantum computers are based
on quantum mechanics and use qubits to create quan-
tum logic gates for quantum computing. Also, quantum
computers use logically reversible manipulation of in-
formation where the output of a device always uniquely
determines its input, by using an injective function for
mapping old states to new ones. Such manipulation re-
quires no release of heat in principle. For these reasons,
quantum computing has attracted research interest both
academically and commercially since its initial proposal.

After the publication of Deutsch’s groundbreaking
paper [Deu85], many quantum algorithms have been
introduced such as Simon’s algorithm [Sim94], Shor’s al-
gorithm [Sho94], and Grover’s algorithm [Gro96]. When
large-scale quantum computers are available, Shor’s al-
gorithm could break classical asymmetric encryption
and digital signature schemes based on integer factoriza-
tion and discrete logarithm problems in polynomial time.
Also, classical symmetric encryption schemes would not
be safe due to Grover’s algorithm and Simon’s algo-
rithm.

In this manner, quantum security of the current clas-
sical cryptosystems has been investigated, and the cryp-
tographic community has developed new security proof
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models and proof techniques accordingly [BDF+11,
BJ15, GHS16, Gag17, SLL16]. In this paper, we focus
on the power of security reduction quantum-accessible
random oracle (QaRO) model, compared to the classical
random oracle (CRO) model, as it is accepted as an
efficient and feasible proof model for provable security.

1.2 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First,
the extension of the random oracle model from a classi-
cal to quantum setting is explained and suitable secu-
rity notions for QaRO model are discussed in Section 2.
From Sections 3 to 7, we review useful features of the
CRO model and how they are applied to the QaRO
model; quantum adversaries are powerful by quantum
parallelism but also have difficulties to extend classical
features such as adaptive programmability, rewinding,
extractability, challenge injection, and oracle simula-
tion. Finally, we conclude by summarizing new quantum
proof techniques and providing future work in Section 8.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Quantum-accessible Random Oracle Model

A classical query algorithm that computes a Boolean
function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} by using oracle queries is
called a decision tree. A decision tree can be represented
as a binary tree where each node represents a query, and
its two children represent the two possible outcomes
of the query. A leaf node represents the final answer 0
or 1. The depth of the tree, i.e. the number of queries
needed to compute f , is the cost of an algorithm. This
query model is useful in security proof since the number
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of queries, that an adversary needs to break a scheme,
corresponds to the time the attack succeeds.

According to [BBC+98], a quantum query algorithm
with q queries is a quantum analogue of a classical
decision tree with q queries, where we use the power
of quantum parallelism by making queries and oper-
ations in superposition. This can be represented as a
sequence of unitary transformations: ÛqÔf · · · Û1Ôf Û0.

Here, Ûj ’s are fixed unitary transformations that do not

depend on inputs, and the (possibly) identical Ôf ’s are
unitary transformations that correspond to an oracle.

Consider a quantum system consisting of m qubits,
with each qubit having basis states |0〉 and |1〉, so that
there are 2m possible basis states. Then the oracle trans-
formation Ôf , called QaRO, maps basis state |x, y, z〉
to |x, y⊕ f(x), z〉, where the length of query register, x,
is dlog ne qubits, the length of answer register, y, is one
qubit, the length of ancilla register, z, is an arbitrary
string of m − dlog ne − 1 qubits, and ⊕ is exclusive
or. Besides the standard transformation which maps
basis state |x, y〉 to |x, y ⊕ g(x)〉 for a general function
g : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m, there can be different transfor-
mations to implement an oracle such as Fourier phase
oracle |x, y〉 → e2πig(x)y/2

m |x, y〉 and minimal oracle
|x〉 → |g(x)〉. Using the standard oracle, the following
quantum encryption oracle is used for constructing post-
quantum security notions in Section 2.2: ÔEnck

mapping
basis state |m, c〉 to |m, c⊕ Enck(m)〉.

After the quantum query algorithm is applied to an
oracle-independent initial state, we can get an oracle-
dependent final state. Finally, the computation ends
with some measurement or observation of the final state.

2.2 Post-quantum Security Notions

The security notions are defined by pairing of a par-
ticular goal and a particular attack model. As one of
possible security goals, indistinguishability formalizes
an adversary’s advantage to distinguish the encryptions
of two plaintexts of the same length. As possible attack
models, three different attacks are considered: chosen-
plaintext attack (CPA), non-adaptive chosen-ciphertext
attack (CCA1), and adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack
(CCA2). Under CPA, the adversary has an encryption
oracle access and obtains ciphertexts for plaintexts of
their choice. Under CCA1, the adversary has an ad-
ditional decryption oracle access before the challenge
phase, whereas under CCA2, the adversary has an ad-
ditional decryption oracle access before and after the
challenge phase. The CCA2 adversary, however, is not
allowed to query the challenge ciphertext itself to the
decryption oracle. Hence, the decryption oracle after
the challenge phase is modified as follows:

Deccb

k (c) =

{
⊥ if c = cb,

Deck(c) otherwise.

In the QaRO model, we consider the adversary having
an access to the quantum encryption oracle provided
by an external challenger, instead of having a direct

access to the quantum encryption oracle, to rule out
far too powerful adversaries. Then the following se-
curity notions are reasonable and achievable in this
QaRO model: indistinguishability under quantum ATK
(IND-qATK) [BZ13], weak-quantum indistinguishabil-
ity under quantum ATK (wqIND-qATK), and quan-
tum indistinguishability under quantum ATK (qIND-
qATK) [GHS16,Gag17]. It should be noted that IND-
qATK game uses standard transformation ÔEnck

, where

(ÔEnck
)† 6= ÔDeck

, whereas (wqIND/qIND)-qATK game

uses minimal transformation Ô′Enck
, where (Ô′Enck

)† =

Ô′Deck
for quantum encryption oracles. Therefore, for

devices using standard transformation, it would be suf-
ficient to be IND-qATK secure.

Definition 2.1 (IND-qATK for Πsym). For ATK ∈
{CPA,CCA1,CCA2}, a symmetric encryption scheme
Πsym is said to be IND-qATK secure if the advantage
of any quantum probabilistic polynomial-time adversary
A = (AM,AD), where AM and AD are a message gener-
ator and a distinguisher, respectively, winning the game
is negligible.

AdvIND−qATK
A,Πsym

(λ) := 2 · SuccIND−qATK
A,Πsym

− 1 = negl(λ),

where SuccIND−qATK
A,Πsym

is as follows:

Pr
[
k

$←− KeyGen(1λ); (m0,m1, |state〉) $←− AO1

M ;

b
$←− {0, 1}; cb

$←− OEnck
(mb);

b′ ← AO2

D (cb, |state〉) : b′ = b

]
for

(ATK,O1,O2) =


(CPA, ÔEnck

, ÔEnck
)

(CCA1, {ÔEnck
, ÔDeck

}, ÔEnck
)

(CCA2, {ÔEnck
, ÔDeck

}, {ÔEnck
, ÔDec

cb
k
}).

3 Adaptive Programmability of QaRO

Following [Nie02, FLR+10, BM15], as an important
feature of the CRO model, programmability allows se-
curity reductions to dynamically select the outputs of
an ideal hash function. For a standard security reduc-
tion technique, where the reduction tries to break the
underlying hardness assumption, the reduction having
oracle access to the adversary simulates the random
oracle by answering queries made by the adversary. A
random oracle can be simulated by adaptively setting
or programming the outputs to a value of reduction’s
choice. As long as the distribution of the programmed
output is uniform on the specified range, any method
for selecting these values is permitted.

If a reduction in the CRO model is history-free, then
it can also be carried out in the QaRO model as in
Theorem 3.1. History-free reductions basically answer
random oracle queries independently of the history of
previous queries. Since many signature schemes have se-
curity reductions involving reprogramming in the CRO
model, i.e. not history-free, security reductions in the
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QaRO model is not known to hold. For reductions that
are not history-free, adaptive reprogramming of the
QaRO is required.

Theorem 3.1 ([BDF+11, Theorem 1]). Let S =
(G,S, V ) be a signature scheme. Suppose that there is a
history-free reduction that uses a classical PPT adver-
sary A for S to construct a PPT algorithm B for a prob-
lem P . Further, assume that P is hard for polynomial-
time quantum computers, and that quantum-accessible
pseudorandom functions exist. Then S is secure in the
QaRO model.

The CRO model allows adaptive programming, i.e.
the reduction can program the random oracle adaptively
in the online phase of the security game depending on
the query received from the adversary. In the QaRO
model, however, it was considered to be difficult to pro-
gram the random oracle adaptively since the quantum
adversary can query the random oracle with a super-
posed state and get information about all exponentially
many values right at the beginning.

3.1 Using One-way to Hiding Lemma

In order to program adaptively in the QaRO model,
new techniques were developed by [Unr14] for the first
time. It allows us to reduce the probability that the
adversary notices that a random oracle has been repro-
grammed to the probability of said adversary querying
the oracle at the programmed location. It might be rela-
tively trivial in the CRO model, but becomes non-trivial
when the adversary can query superposed states:

Theorem 3.2 (Adaptive Programming of QaRO
[Unr14, Theorem 10]). Let H : M → N be a random
oracle for finite M,N . (Infinite M ⊆ {0, 1}∗ is also
permissible.) Consider the following algorithms:

– The oracle algorithm A0 that makes at most q0
queries to H.

– The classical algorithm AC that may access the
classical part of the final state of A0. Assume that
for every initial state, the output of AC has collision
entropy at least k.

– The oracle algorithm A1 that may access the final
states of A0 and AC .

– The oracle algorithm A2 that may access the final
state of A1; and A1 and A2 together perform at
most q12 queries to H.

– Let C1 be an oracle algorithm that on input (j, B, x)
does the following: run AH1 (x,B) until (just before)
the j-th query, measure the argument of the query
in the computational basis, output the measurement
outcome. (When A1 makes less than j queries, C1

outputs ⊥ /∈ {0, 1}l.)

Let

P 1
A := Pr

[
b′ = 1 : H

$←− (M → N), AH0 (), x← AC(),

AH1 (x,H(x)), b′ ← AH2 (x,H(x))
]

P 2
A := Pr

[
b′ = 1 : H

$←− (M → N), AH0 (), x← AC(),

B
$←− N , AH1 (x,B), H(x) := B, b′ ← AH2 (x,B)

]
PC := Pr

[
x = x′ : H

$←− (M → N), AH0 (), x← AC(),

B
$←− N , j

$←− {1, . . . , q12}, x′ ← CH1 (j, B, x)
]

Then |P 1
A − P 2

A| ≤ (4 +
√

2)
√
q02−k/4 + 2q12

√
PC .

3.2 Using Hardness of Witness-Search Game

In Theorem 3.2, the oracle is queried at an adversar-
ially chosen x which is information-theoretically undeter-
mined, possessing a high min-entropy, minx(− log Pr[X =
x]). By extending it to a computational setting, [ES15]
came up with a new technique when the input is compu-
tationally difficult to decide by the adversary. They for-
malized a probabilistic game called witness-search and
showed the computational hardness of witness-search
allows for adaptively programming a QaRO.

Let Samp be an instance-sampling algorithm. On
input 1n, Samp generates public information pk, de-
scription of a predicate P , and a witness w satisfying
P (pk, w) = 1. The witness-search game WS is defined
as below:

Definition 3.1 (Witness-Search Game [ES15]).

– Challenger C generates (pk, w, P )← Samp(1n). Ig-
nore w. Let Wpk := {w : P (pk,w) = 1} be the
collection of valid witnesses.

– A receives pk and produces a string ŵ as output.
– We say A wins the game if ŵ ∈Wpk.

Lemma 3.1 (Hardness of WS to Programming
QaRO [ES15, Lemma 5]). Let two experiments E
and E′ be as below. If WS is hard, then Adv := |PrE [b =
1]− PrE′ [b = 1]| ≤ negl(n).

– Experiment E:
• Generate (pk,w, P )← Samp(1n).
• O ← F is drawn uniformly at random from the

collection of all functions F .
• A1 receives pk as input and makes at most q1

queries to O. A1 produces a classical string x.
• Set z := O(x‖w).
• A2 gets (x,w, z) and may access the final state

of A1. A2 makes at most q2 queries to O. It
outputs b ∈ {0, 1} at the end.

– Experiment E′:
• Generate (pk,w, P )← Samp(1n).
• O ← F is drawn uniformly at random from the

collection of all functions F .
• A1 makes at most q1 queries to O. A1 produces

a classical string x.
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• Pick a random z ∈R Range(O). Reprogram O
to O′: O′(y) = O(y) except that O′(x‖w) = z.
• A2 gets (x,w, z) and may access the final state

of A1. A2 makes at most q2 queries to O′. It
outputs b ∈ {0, 1} at the end.

Lemma 3.1 shows the computational assumption im-
plies indistinguishability of two functions which a distin-
guisher has quantum access to: one is the zero function
and the other marks a set of strings that could be used
to break the computational assumption. Since the two
functions are indistinguishable, any efficient quantum
algorithm querying the random oracle cannot notice
whether they have reprogrammed the QaRO.

3.3 Adaptive Reprogramming in TESLA

[ABB+17] gave a concrete tight security reduction
for a signature scheme called TESLA, a lattice-based
digital signature scheme, in the QaRO model. Their
security reduction from learning with errors assumption
adaptively reprograms QaRO using a technique from
[BBBV97].

4 Rewinding of QaRO

The CRO model uses rewinding [PS96] as a powerful
tool to construct an extractor which extracts the witness
w from the prover. Rewinding is a proof technique where
the state of the adversary is stored and reproduced later,
that is, it should be possible to make snapshots of the
state and then later to go back to that snapshot.

In the QaRO model, however, it is difficult to rewind
by reversing the unitary transformation or taking snap-
shots in a quantum setting due to no-cloning theorem
and collapse during measurement: snapshots cannot be
copied and interacting with a simulated machine may
destroy information that would be needed later [vdG97,
Proposition 4.5].

4.1 Watrous’ Rewinding

In order to resolve this issue, [Wat09] introduced a
specific type of quantum rewinding: whenever some
machine rewinds another machine to an earlier point,
the rewinding machine forgets everything it learned
after that point. [Wat09, Lemma 9] was reformulated
as below:

Lemma 4.1 (Quantum Rewinding with Small Per-
turbations [Unr10, Corollary 17]). Let C,Z,E, Y
be quantum registers, where C is one qubit register. Let
S1 be a unitary transformation operating on C,Z, Y
and let M be a measurement in the computational basis
on register C.

For a quantum state |Ψ〉, let p(|Ψ〉) := Pr[Succ =
1 : S1(CZY ),Succ ← M(C)] where Z,E are jointly
initialized with |Ψ〉 and Y,C are initialized with |0〉. In
the same situation, let the density operator ρ1Ψ denote
the state of ZE in the case of Succ = 1.

Let ε ∈ (0, 1/2). Let q ∈ (ε, 1/2]. Assume that for all
|Ψ〉, |p(|Ψ〉)− q| ≤ ε.

Then there exists a quantum circuit S operating on Z

of size O
(

log (1/ε)size(S1)
(q−ε)(1−q+ε) =: k

)
. S is a general quantum

circuit, which may create auxiliary qubits, destroy them,
and perform measurements. S can be computed in time
O(k) given the description of S1. And for any |Ψ〉,

TD(ρ1Ψ , ρ
2
Ψ ) ≤ 4

√
ε

k

size(S1)
,

where the density operator ρ2Ψ denotes the state of ZE
after execution of S when ZE is initialized with |Ψ〉.

4.2 Unruh’s Rewinding

A rewinding technique in the context of a specific two-
prover commitment scheme was developed in [CSST11,
Lemma 1], which was reformulated as below:

Lemma 4.2 (Rewinding of mBQKW Commitment
[Unr10, Lemma 10]). Consider two projectors P0 and

P1 of the form Pi = U†i (|ŵi〉〈ŵi| ⊗ I)Ui. (Here U0, U1

are unitaries and ŵ0, ŵ1 ∈ {0, 1}n for some n.) Con-
sider a state |ψ〉. Let pi := ‖Pi|ψ〉‖2. (That is, pi is the
probability of measuring ŵi in the first register after
applying Ui to |ψ〉.) Let p⊕ := ‖P1P0|ψ〉‖2. (That is,
p⊕ is the probability of measuring ŵ0 after applying U0

to |ψ〉 and subsequently measuring ŵ1 after applying

U1U
†
0 .)

Assume that p0 + p1 ≥ 1 + ε for some ε ≥ 0. Then
p⊕ ≥ ε2/4.

[Unr10] pointed out that Lemma 4.1 technique only
can be used to backtrack if the rewinding machine
made a mistake that should be corrected, but cannot
be used to collect and combine information from dif-
ferent branches of an execution. Also, Lemma 4.2 is
specific to the case where there are only two possible
measurements, i.e. #C = 2. [Unr10] developed a new
rewinding technique, by showing that the output that
is measured contains little information about the state
and thus does not disturb the state too much, of which
core lemma is as below:

Lemma 4.3 (Extraction via Quantum Rewind-
ing [Unr10, Lemma 8]). Let C be a set with #C =
c. Let (Pi)i∈C be orthogonal projectors on a Hilbert
space H. Let |Φ〉 ∈ H be a unit vector. Let V :=∑

i∈C
1
c‖Pi|Φ〉‖

2 and E :=
∑
i,j∈C,i6=j

1
c2 ‖PiPj |Φ〉‖

2. Then,

if V ≥ 1√
c
, E ≥ V (V 2 − 1

c ).

It should be noted that strict soundness is additionally
required while only special soundness is needed in a
classical setting.

Definition 4.1 (Special Soundness [Unr10, Def-
inition 5]). We say a Σ-protocol (P, V ) for a rela-
tion R has special soundness if there is a deterministic
polynomial-time algorithm K0 (the special extractor)
such that the following holds: for any two accepting
conversations (com, ch, resp) and (com, ch′, resp′) for x
such that ch 6= ch′ and ch, ch′ ∈ Cx, we have that
w := K0(x, com, ch, resp, ch′, resp′) satisfies (x,w) ∈ R.
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Definition 4.2 (Strict Soundness [Unr10, Defini-
tion 6]). We say a Σ-protocol (P, V ) has strict sound-
ness if for any two accepting conversations (com, ch, resp)
and (com, ch, resp′) for x, we have that resp = resp′.

5 Extractability of QaRO

The extractability or pre-image awareness, i.e. the
simulator learns the pre-images the adversary is inter-
ested in, is crucial to simulate decryption queries in the
security proof for OAEP in the CRO model [Fis05]. In
the QaRO model, it is unclear how to extract the right
query since the actual query may be hidden in a su-
perposition of exponentially many states. The different
definition is needed in a quantum setting; we do not
give the extractor the power to see the oracle queries.

5.1 Unruh’s extractability

The online extractability was defined for an extractor,
an algorithm E(H,x, π) where H is assumed to be a
description of the random oracle, x a statement and π a
proof of x as below. E is supposed to output a witness.
Inputs and outputs of E are classical.

Definition 5.1 (Online Extractability [Unr14, Def-
inition 3]). A non-int-eractive proof system (P, V ) is
online extractable with respect to Sinit iff there is a
polynomial-time extractor E such that for any quantum-
polynomial-time oracle algorithm A, we have that

Pr[ok = 1 ∧ (x,w) /∈ R : H ← Sinit(), (x, π)← AH(),

ok← V H(x, π), w ← E(H,x, π)]

is negligible. We assume that both Sinit and E have
access to and may depend on a polynomial upper bound
on the runtime of A.

The definition implies that it is impossible for an ad-
versary to produce a proof for a statement for which
he does not know a witness. The case, when the adver-
sary can take one proof π1 for one statement x1 and
transform π1 into a valid proof for another statement
x2, however, is not excluded as long as a witness for x2
could efficiently be computed from a witness for x1. It
is usually referred to as malleability. Therefore, simu-
lation soundness, i.e. extraction of a witness from the
adversary-generated proof should be successful even if
the adversary has access to simulated proofs, is adapted
to online extractability to avoid malleability:

Definition 5.2 (Simulation-sound Online Extrac-
tability [Unr14, Definition 4]). A non-interactive
proof system (P, V ) is simulation-sound online extractable
with respect to (Sinit, SP ) iff there is a polynomial-time
extractor E such that for any quantum-polynomial-time
oracle algorithm A, we have that

Pr [ ok = 1 ∧ (x, π) /∈ simproofs ∧ (x,w) /∈ R :

H ← Sinit(), (x, π)← AH,SP (),

ok← V H(x, π), w ← E(H,x, π)]

is negligible. Here simproofs is the set of all proofs re-
turned by SP (together with the corresponding state-
ments).

We assume that both Sinit, SP and E have access to
and may depend on a polynomial upper bound on the
runtime of A.

The simulation-sound online extractability allows us
to extract a witness from a successful adversary without
measuring or rewinding, and avoids the problem of
determining the query inputs by including its outputs
in the proof and inverting them in the security proof.
We do not need to operate in any way on the quantum
state of the adversary and get the witness purely by
inspecting the classical proof/signature. It avoids the
usual problem of disturbing the quantum state while
trying to extract a witness.

6 Challenge Injection of QaRO

In the CRO model, many reductions succeed by inject-
ing a challenge into one of the responses to the random
oracle; a random query was selected, and rather than
responding in the usual way, the reduction algorithm
responded with the element r that was provided by
the challenger [Eat17]. In the QaRO model, a random
query cannot be simply responded to by returning the
classical element r.

6.1 Zhandry’s Technique

One possible solution is to choose a random subset
D of the domain D and define the oracle H so that
for any d ∈ D, H(d) = y, the challenge point. The
question then is if it is possible to choose D in such a
way that it is large enough so that we can reasonably
hope for the forgery to be associated with y, but not
so large that the adversary notices that our oracle isn’t
a true random oracle. This was possible by defining a
construction called semi-constant distribution as below:

Definition 6.1 (Semi-constant Distribution [Zha12,
Definition 4.1]). The semi-constant distribution SCλ,y
is a distribution on mappings from a domain D to a
range R. It is parameterized by a value λ ∈ [0, 1] and
an element y ∈ R. The distribution is defined by how
it is sampled. For each d ∈ D, with probability λ set
H(d) = y. Otherwise set it to a uniformly random ele-
ment of R.

Then the following theorem was proved:

Corollary 6.1 ([Zha12, Corollary 4.3]). If y is a
uniformly random element of R, then the distribution
of any quantum algorithm that makes q queries to a
random oracle has distance at most 8

3q
4λ2 from the

distribution generated when SCλ,y is used instead.

Using the above technique regarding indistinguishabil-
ity of oracles against quantum adversaries, [Zha12] pro-
vided the security of [GPV08]’s identity-based encryp-
tion (GPV-IBE) scheme in the QaRO model. Though
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Zhandry’s technique is general and useful, a huge reduc-
tion loss and a wide gap between the concrete efficiency
and security level in the CRO and QaRO model are
unavoidable because the reduction algorithm has to
abort with high probability.

6.2 KYY’s Technique

Recently, [KYY18] provided a much tighter security
proof for single-challenge GPV-IBE scheme in the QaRO
model as in Theorem 6.1. Also, multi-challenge GPV-
IBE scheme has an almost tight reduction in the QaRO
model as in Theorem 6.2. KYY’s technique uses com-
pletely different approach from Zhandry’s by simulating
in a way so that exactly one valid secret key for every
identity can be created.

Theorem 6.1 ([KYY18, Theorem 2]). The GPV-
IBE scheme is adaptively-anonymous single-challenge
secure assuming the hardness of LWEn,m,q,χ in the QaRO
model, where χ = DZ,αq. Namely, for any quantum ad-
versary A making at most QH queries to |H〉 and QID

secret key queries, there exists a quantum algorithm B
making QH +QID QaRO queries such that

AdvIBE
A,GPV(λ) ≤ Adv

LWEn,m,q,χ
B,QaROlID,lr

(λ) + (Q2
H +QID) · 2−Ω(n)

and

Time(B) = Time(A) + (QH +QID) · poly(λ),

where lr denotes the length of the randomness for SampleZ.

Theorem 6.2 ([KYY18, Theorem 4]). The GPV-
IBE scheme is adaptively-anonymous multi-challenge
secure assuming the hardness of LWEl,m,q,χ in the QaRO
model, where χ = DZ,αq. Namely, for any quantum ad-
versary A making at most QH queries to |H〉, Qch chal-
lenge queries, and QID secret key queries, there exists a
quantum algorithm B making at most 3QH +6Qch +2QID

QaRO queries such that

AdvIBE
A,GPVmult

(λ) ≤ 3n · Adv
LWEl,m,q,χ
B,QaROlID+2,max{lr,(blog qc+2λ)×n}

(λ)

+(QH +Qch +QID) · 2−Ω(n)

and

Time(B) = Time(A) + (QH +Qch +QID) · poly(λ),

where lr denotes the length of the randomness for SampleZ.

7 Efficient Simulation of QaRO

In the CRO model, simulating an exponential-size
random oracle is efficient via lazy sampling. As queries
to the random oracle are received, a table is built up
of queries and responses. When a query is submitted
that isn’t in the table, a random output is generated as
a response, and the query and the output are recorded
in the table. By doing this, the simulation is entirely
indistinguishable from a truly random oracle, and the
reduction algorithm only needs to maintain a table with

size at most q [Eat17]. However, in the CRO model,
managing such a table is infeasible because the adver-
sary can submit a superposition of all inputs as his first
query, which requires the oracle to be defined for all
possible inputs when the first query is made.

The quantum-accessible pseudorandom functions are
proposed as a solution in [BDF+11], where the distin-
guisher is given quantum access to O or f by way of
the unitary mapping UO or Uf . Although they are an
efficient and flexible replacement for a QaRO, an addi-
tional computational assumption should be introduced
whereas the CRO model does not need such assump-
tion as queries can be answered as they are made in a
uniform and independent way.

As another solution, [Zha12] proposed k-wise inde-
pendent functions to simulate the QaRO.

Definition 7.1 ([Zha12]). A family of k-wise inde-
pendent functions is a set F of functions f : D → R
such that if d1, . . . , dk are any k different elements of D
and r1, . . . , rk are any k elements of R (possible with
repeats), then

Pr
f

$←−F [f(d1) = r1∧f(d2) = r2∧· · ·∧f(dk) = rk] =
1

|R|k
.

Intuitively, a k-wise independent function is a function
that appears perfectly uniform and independent if you
look at no more than k input/output pairs. The fol-
lowing theorem establishes how these functions may be
used to replace the QaRO.

Theorem 7.1 ([Zha12]). Let A be a quantum algo-
rithm outputting some classical state z, that makes q
quantum queries to a random oracle O : D → R, drawn
uniformly from the set of all such functions. If F is a
family of 2q-wise independent functions f : D → R,
then

Pr[AO → z] = Pr
f

$←−F [Af → z].

8 Summary of Quantum Techniques

Since quantum computers have been suggested as
a solution of classical computers and attracted inter-
est both academically and commercially, cryptographic
community is needed to consider the threats of quan-
tum computers to current classical cryptosystems. As
CRO model has been regarded as an efficient security
proof tool, [BDF+11] introduced QaRO model to prove
quantum security of classical cryptosystems. The QaRO
model allows quantum adversaries’ access to quantum
computation such as superposition of inputs to random
oracle, which gives quantum advantages, however, there
are some weaknesses that cannot be extended naturally
from classical RO model. We investigated the difficulties
of security reduction in the QaRO model, which caused
by quantum mechanical properties such as no-cloning
theorem and collapse during measurement: adaptive
programmability, rewinding, extractability, challenge
injection, and efficient simulation of QaRO.
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It was shown that if a reduction in the CRO model
is history-free, then it can also be applied in the QaRO
model. Many classical schemes are not history-free, i.e.
of which security reductions involves reprogramming in
the CRO model, adaptive reprogramming in the QaRO
model is also required to prove such schemes. As a first
attempt, the adaptive programming of QaRO based on
one-way to hiding lemma and the computational hard-
ness of witness-search game was developed. Recently,
the security reduction of lattice-based digital signature
scheme called TESLA was given in a quantum setting
by adaptively reprogramming QaRO.

Also, it was considered to be difficult to rewind QaRO
as CRO since the adversary cannot store and reproduce
the state. [Wat09] and [Unr10] introduced quantum
version of rewinding, even though it only can be applied
to a specific case: Watrous’ rewinding cannot be used to
collect and combine information from different branches
of an execution, and Unruh’s rewinding requires strict
soundness that does not needed in the CRO model.

The extractability of QaRO is not easily extended
from CRO model because the actual query may be hid-
den in a superposed state, so different definition was
suggested by not giving the extractor the power to see
the oracle queries. [Unr14] defined an online extractabil-
ity and simulation-sound online extractability to allow
us to extract a witness from a successful adversary with-
out measuring or rewinding. It operates in non-invasive
way and avoids disturbing quantum states while trying
to extract a witness.

There are other difficulties such as challenge injec-
tion and oracle simulation. The difficulties of challenge
injection in the QaRO model was resolved by defin-
ing semi-constant distribution and giving the theorem
for enabling challenge injection [Zha12]. The recent
work [KYY18] pointed out a huge reduction loss of
Zhandry’s technique and provided tighter security reduc-
tion of GPV-IBE scheme in the QaRO model. Zhandry
also proposed k-wise independent functions to simu-
late the QaRO, instead of using quantum-accessible
pseudorandom functions to avoid using additional com-
putational assumption. The Corollary 6.1 from k-wise
independent functions showed these functions can re-
place to QaRO.

9 Future Work

Due to quantum mechanical properties, the security
reduction by quantum adversaries have both strengths
and weaknesses during security proofs. We investigated
known weaknesses in this paper, but there might be
more difficulties to concretely define QaRO by extending
CRO model. We will study new properties of quantum
adversaries in detail, and if there are limitations in quan-
tum security proof, give new quantum proof techniques
to overcome problems.
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